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We find the automorphisms and the spectra of several different topological 
convolution algebras of Cm-functions on the real line. Starting with the convolu- 
tion algebra of compactly supported Cm-functions, equipped with the usual 
LF-topology, we define a corresponding convolution algebra of Cm-functions of 
arbitrarily fast exponential decay at CO; and convolution algebras of a given 
finite degree T of exponential decay at 00. These algebras may be described topo- 
logically as “hyper Schwartz spaces.” With a natural Frechet topology, which 
we define, they get a structure as locally m-convex algebras. The continuous 
automorphisms and spectra of these algebras are described completely. We 
show that the algebra of Cm-functions of infmitly fast exponential decay at cc, 
.%Y, on the one hand, and the algebra of Cm-functions of only a finite degree 
e-‘Jr1 decay at co, Yr”, on the other hand, have quite different automorphisms, 
although 3E”Y = n, Y,“. As an application, we show that the conformal group 
is canonically represented as the full group of automorphisms of .YYr’, and that 
this representation does not extend to a representation on the Banach algebra 
L’(R). 
1. INTR~DOCTION 
The automorphisms of P-convolution algebras of Abelian locally compact 
groups have been studied in a number of classical papers: [l, 3, 8, 151. The 
methods that are used for the Li-convolution algebras depend typically on the 
analysis of quasi-nilpotent measures; that is, measures p such that the convolution 
powers CL*” form a bounded sequence. 
Recently the author has obtained results [ll] on the representations of 
convolution algebras of Lie groups (Corn- functions on Lie groups). For this 
study it is important to know the automorphisms of convolution algebras of 
C,,m-functions. If G is a Lie group with a left invariant Haar measure, dy, say, 
then the corresponding convolution is given by 
f * &> = j-J(Y) &-w dY- 
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The space g?(G) of compactly supported smooth functions on G is equipped 
with the inductive topology [7] given by the Frechet spaces g(K). S(K) denotes 
the space of elements in g(G) with support in a given compact subset K of G, 
and the corresponding Frechet topology is given by uniform convergence of 
functions with all derivatives. We say that S+(G) is equipped with the LF- 
topology. It is a locally convex algebra [19] when the multiplicative structure 
is given by the convolution (1). Naturally, g(G) is also an algebra under pointwise 
multiplication, but the symbol g(G) . 1s reserved for the convolution algebra. 
The classical methods, using bounded convolution powers Pan, seem not to 
apply here, because the relevant measures p would have to be compactly sup- 
ported, and then the elements (p*“> will generally not all have support in a 
given compact set. The sequence P,*~ cannot therefore be bounded [I 81. A given 
continuous automorphism (Y of 9 transposes to an operator 01’ of 9’. If u E Y’ 
denotes a point evaluation, then 01’(u) E 9’. The methods of [I] depend on the 
analysis of the Fourier transform of a’(u). But in our case this Fourier transform 
is not even known a priori to exist. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
This section serves four purposes. It supplies some historical background 
and sets up the notation. It also conjectures a solution in a more general setting 
than the one which will be treated in the paper (noncommutative Lie groups), 
and finally it discusses the special case of the additive group of the real line R. 
The automorphisms of SS( R), for example, are shown in the subsequent section 
to be in one-to-one correspondence with pairs (a, b) E (R\(O)) x C through 
9 3 f -+ / a 1 ebzf (ax), the so-called canonical automorphisms. A continuous 
automorphism CL of the algebra a(G) is a continuous one-to-one linear mapping 
of B(G) onto itself which is multiplicative with respect to the convolution 
product: 
4f * 8) = 4f I* 4d for f> g E g(G). (2) 
A linear mapping h of S+(G) into itself is continuous if and only if the 
restriction of h to B(K) is continuous for all compact subsets K of G [7]. 
One can show, using the Baire property of Frechet spaces, that if h is continuous 
and linear, then for every compact KC G there is another compact K’ such 
that X(9(K)) C g(K’). (This is also a consequence of a general principle in the 
theory of LF-spaces [16].) If for every Kit is possible to take K’ = K, then X is 
said to be local. This means that h preserves support of functions in g(G). It 
has been proved by Helgason and Peetre that /\ is continuous and local if and 
only if it is a differential operator [6, 131. 
We conjectured in [IO] that continuity is automatic for automorphims. 
That is, the property (2) implies continuity for linear maps. We also conjectured 
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in [lo] that if G is a noncompact simply connected Lie group, then the cor- 
responding convolution algebra .9(G) does not have other automorphisms 
than those that are induced from analytic automorphisms a of G and one- 
dimensional analytic (possibly nonunitary) representations (or characters) x of G. 
If a is an automorphism of G and x is a character as specified above, then the 
mapping 01, defined by 
(af)W == I J44l x64 fM41 for f E 9(G) and x E G, (3) 
is a continuous automorphism of 9(G). (Here Jac(a) denotes the Jacobian of a. 
It is the constant that “compensates” for change inHaar measure.)The conjecture 
is that these are the only continuous automorphisms. As of yet, this has not 
been proven even for the low-dimensional noncompact matrix groups. Some 
general ideas have been outlined in [lo]. Presumably, it is possible to apply the 
above mentioned theorem of Helgason and Peetre to show that for continuous 
automorphisms (Y and elements X in the Lie algebra 8 of right invariant vector 
fields on G, the transformation (Y 0 X o 01-l belongs again to 6. One would then 
hope to be able to “exponentiate” the Lie algebra automorphism X-t CL o X o 0l-l 
to an analytic automorphism a of G. It would follow that u is induced by a. 
To account for the character x, one would actually have to consider 6 @ @ 
rather than 6. 
It seems to us that even the Abelian case is both interesting and non-trivial. 
In this case we can resort to Fourier analysis. It is interesting, because the 
theory for B(G) parallels the theory for L’(G); but entirely different methods 
must be used. By results of Beurling and Helson [l, 81, we know that for locally 
compact Abelian groups G with G connected, the convolution algebra Li(G) 
does not have other automorphisms than those that are induced by auto- 
morphisms and continuous characters of the group. But the &convolution 
algebra of the circle group T, for instance, has many more automorphisms [15]. 
It is also true that 9(T) has many other automorphisms than the “canonical 
ones.” We omit a proof of this fact. 
3. RESULTS FOR THE ALGEBRA 9([w) 
Our first main theorem states that 23( Rl) only has the canonical automorphisms. 
The methods of proof for the case L1( lR1) d o not carry over as pointed out above. 
We use instead Fourier analysis, analytic functions, and distribution theory, 
combined. 
As would be expected from analogies to other topological algebras, the 
analysis depends on the structure of the continuous multiplicative and linear 
functionals. 
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Remark 0. Our first automorphism theorem holds for a variety of topological 
convolution algebras of functions, on the real line, which vanish “very fast” 
at co. The minimal requirement on the algebra 21 in question is that for every 
f E 21, the Fourier transform f”extends to an entire analytic function, and that the 
corresponding linear functionals f-f([) are continuous with respect to the 
topology on 21 for every 5 E @. If 2I, and 21, are topological convolution algebras 
satisfying said requirements, and if 21, C 2I, with continuous inclusion and 
‘21, is dense in 2& , then we have the inclusion PI,’ C 2It’ for the corresponding 
distribution spaces. If we can characterize the elements vz E 2I,’ which are 
multiplicative (i.e., m(f * g) = m(f) m(g) for f, g E 21,) this characterization 
would hold for the multiplicative elements in 2Ia’ as well. 
It is therefore natural that we state our theorem for the smallest algebra; 
that is 9(R). A continuous linear functional on 9(G) is a distribution (an 
element in g’(G)). Therefore, we must find the multiplicative distributions. 
That is, elements m in 9’(G) which satisfy the identity. 
4f * g) == m(f) m(g) for f, g E 52(G). (4) 
For elements f E 3(G) and u E 9’(g) the symbol (f, u) denotes the value 
u(f) of II onf. By definition, (f, u) is bilinear. In particular (f, cu: = (cf, u? I= 
c(f, u) for complex scalars c. 
The set of continuous, linear, and multiplicative functionals on a topological 
algebra 21 is usually denoted the spectrum of 2I. We need to find the spectrum 
of a variety of different convolution algebras of Cm-functions on R. The computa- 
tions for the different algebras are similar, and moreover 9(W) is in a certain 
sense generic (cf. above), so we give details only for 9(R). To emphasize that, 
at this stage, commutativity is not essential, we state and prove our first result 
for an arbitrary Lie group. 
Let G be a Lie group and let M be an analytic homomorphism of G into the 
multiplicative group of complex numbers (i.e., c\(O), we denote this group by 
@*). Note that, by a result in Lie group theory [6], analyticity of 112 follows 
from the identity, M(3cy) = M(X) M(y) f or x, y E G, together with continuity. 
We may define a distribution m by 
m(f) 7 <f, m> = jtfW M(x) AX for f E S@(G). 
Since M(e) = 1, this distribution is not identically zero. It is clear that (4) is 
satisfied. It is surprising that every multiplicative m E 9’(G)\(O) is of this form. 
THEOREM 1. For every multiplicative nonzero distribution m, there is a unique 
analytic homomorphism M of G into C* which satisfzes (5). 
Proof. As for uniqueness, suppose that m is fixed and that (5) is satisfied 
for two analytic homomorphisms Mr and M, of G into @*. By a theorem in 
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distribution theory [17], the functions Ml and iIf must coincide except for a 
set in G of Haar measure zero. The functions are continuous; so they coincide 
everywhere. The uniqueness also follows from an application of approximate 
point masses in 9(G). Such approximate point masses (or approximate identities) 
exist [6]. 
If.&, denotes the left translation operator in 9(G) which is given by (&f)(x) = 
f(y-ix) for x, y E G and f E 9(G), then the convolution (1) may be written as 
f *g = &fWb& L e m be a multiplicative distribution. The identity t 
<f, m(g) m> = m(f 1 m(g) = m(f * g) = m (If (H-&g dy] = Jf(r) m(hg) dr 
(6) 
is then satisfied for all f, g E 9(G). 
If we show that for fixed g the function y + m&g) is Cm, then there is no 
convergence problem for the integral on the right-hand side of (6). (In fact, 
continuity is enough for our present purpose.) We observe first that the function 
y -+ L,g is C” from G into the LF-space 9(G). This is easy to show using that g 
itself is smooth and vanishes at co. It is known [IS] and easy to show that a 
vector-valued P-mapping followed by a continuous linear functional is again 
Cm. The desired conclusion follows. 
Since m # 0, we may choose g (fixed) such that m(g) # 0. With this g, we 
put M(y) = m(L,g) m(g)-l. We have M(xy) m(g) = m(L,,g) = m(LJL,g) = 
M(x) m&d = M(x) WY) m(g), and M(e) = 1, where e denotes the identity 
in G. 
We have shown now that M is a homomorphism of G into @*. Since it is 
Cm, it is also analytic by the remark preceding the theorem. If we multiply 
through in (6) with m(g)-1, identity (5) follows. This concludes the proof. The 
homomorphism M constructed above does not depend on the particular choice 
of g by the uniqueness part of this proof. 
If G is the additive group of the real line R, then the only homomorphisms M, 
specified in the theorem, are the exponentials M(x) = exp(cx) given by c E @. 
On the other hand, the exponential functions ecz are locally integrable, so they 
all integrate to multiplicative distributions on R. 
For f E 9(R), we denote the Fourier-Laplace transform off by 3. With our 
normalization, it is given byf(c) = Jr- e--iscf (x) dx for 5 = 6 + iv E @. 
COROLLARY 1. The multiplicative nonzero distributions m on R are in one-to- 
one correspondence with points 5 in the complex plane through point evaluation off. 
That is 
m(f) = 3(0 (7) 
Proof. By Theorem 1, we know that every m is uniquely given by some 
complex number c through m(f) = s-“m f (x)ec5 dx. If we put 5 = ic, the 
identity (7) follows. 
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Remark 1. Theorem 1 characterizes the spectrum [19] of the locally convex 
algebra g(G); and Corollary 1 implies that &%([w) is semisimple. But for non- 
Abelian Lie groups G, g(G) is in general not semisimple. 
COROLLARY 2. Let 81 be the topological convolution subalgebra of Ll([w) of 
functions which are integrable w.r.t. the measures erlsl dx for all Y > 0. The 
seminorms on 21 are given by f+ J- 1 f(x)1 e rlxi dx. The multiplicative elements 
m E ‘?I’ are all represented by points [ E @ through (7). 
Proof. Combine Corollary 1 and Remark 1. Note that 2I is the algebra 
of entire analytic vectors for the linear operator f + / x 1 fin L1(R) [5]. 
THEOREM 2. There is a one-to-one correspondence between continuous auto- 
morphisms (Y of 9([w) on the one hand, and pairs (a, b) with a E Iw\{O} and b E @ 
on the other hand. It is given by the identity 
(af)(x) = 1 a 1 ebX f (ax) for f E CS([w) and x E Iw. (8) 
Proof. It is clear that the right-hand side of (8) defines a continuous auto- 
morphism for every pair (a, b) as above. 
As for the uniqueness, suppose that two pairs (a, , b,) and (a, , b,) induce the 
same automorphism. That is 
1 a, ( e’ly(a,x) = 1 a8 j eb2y(a2x) (9) 
for all f and X. It follows that 1 a, / = 1 a2 /, when we evaluate (9) at x = 0 
for some f with f (0) = 1. If al = aa , we are clearly done. So we show that the 
assumption a, = -a2 leads to a contradiction. The identity (9) reduces to 
exp(d(bl - b&9 f ( -4 = f (4; and it is quite clear that the latter identity 
cannot hold for all f c B(R). Th’ 1s concludes the uniqueness proof. 
In the rest of the proof, we use the symbol 9 for g(R). Let 01 be an arbitrary 
continuous automorphism. It is easy to check that every point 5 E C defines 
a multiplicative nonzero distribution mi through the identity ml-(f) = z)(c). 
To see that m1 # 0, one can use an approximate identity in $3. 
It follows from Corollary 1 that there is a transformation w which maps the 
plane into itself such that me(f) = p(w(S)) for all 5 E C and f E $3. Combining 
the two identities above, we get $) = [ 0 w. We may apply the same argument 
to the automorphism 01-l. Indeed, the inverse oi-l satisfies the right algebraic 
identities. It is also continuous by the Closed Graph Theorem for LF-spaces 
[16, III 2.2, p. 781. We conclude that w is in fact a bijection of the plane onto 
itself. 
It is intuitively clear that w is analytic. It can in fact be proved by an application 
of the Inverse Function Theorem for analytic functions. (This theorem holds 
also in several variables.) 
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To apply this theorem, we must show that for every &, E @ there is some 
f,, E 9 such that d3&&,)/4 # 0. Note that df^(&,)/dS: = 4x$(<,,). Since the 
continuous function ~e-~“to is never identically zero, the corresponding distribu- 
tion f- $(1,) = Jf< x xe-i5co dx is not vanishing identically. Thus, the ) 
Analytic Inverse Function Theorem applies, and we conclude that w is entire 
analytic. 
It cannot have an essential singularity at co, because it is one-to-one; and the 
only polynomials which are one-to-one are of degree one. Hence, w must be 
an affine transformation, given by w(c) = ([ - b)u-r say, where a and b are 
complex numbers and a # 0. For details, see [2, VI.2.3, p. 1821. 
We claim that we are done, once we can show that Im a = 0. For if a E [w\(O), 
then 
(c+)(x) = (24-l j” ei”‘f(([ - b) u-l) d& 
= 1 a 1 (2~)~~ I eir(a’+b)f”([) d[ = 1 a 1 e’“bf(ux), 
and we are done. (Note that the Fourier inversion theorem applies to LX(~) E 9, 
cf. Eq. (1 l).) 
We show that if Im a # 0, then the corresponding transformation 01, given 
by the first identity in (10) (which, incidentally, maps 9 into 9) does not have 
its range in 9. The composition of two such transformations, both having range 
in 9, clearly gives a transformation with range also in 9. Put TJ = Im a, and 
suppose that v # 0. After having factored out transformations which clearly 
do map 9 into itself, it is then enough to show that the transformation ,6 given by 
&(LJ = {(iv<) does not map 9 into itself. 
(Intuitively that is quite clear, because the elements f~ 9 are characterized 
by the Paley-Wiener estimates [I81 which prescribe the maximal growth of 
j j(t)1 in terms of 1 1; 1 and 1 Im 5 I. More precisely: f E 9 ([-k, k]) -3 is an 
entire analytic function such that for all N = 0, l,... 3C,,f < co satisfying 
the estimate 
Ii({)] < C,,,(l + 1 5 I)--NealrmrI uniformly in 5.) (11) 
We will show that if fe 9, f > 0 and f(0) > 0, then /3(f) does not even 
belong to Li. By continuity, we may assume that there are positive numbers E 
and 6 such that f(x) > 6 for all x E [-c, ~1. Suppose for the moment that 
g = /I(f) cL1. We then have j g(E)1 < jz [ g(x)1 dx uniformly for 5 E R. But for 
E # 0, we also have 1 e(E)1 = / {(kf)i = Jz evEr f(x) dx > Jr, eafr f(x) dx 2 
6 J-i elvfls dx = S(eI ~Elc - 1) / v.$ 1-r. Thus S(el*elc 1) j v.$ j--l < J- ( g(x)] dx by 
combination of the two previous estimates. If 1 5 1 - cc, this leads to a flat 
contradiction. Hence, the possibility v f 0 is ruled out and the final step of the 
proof is completed. 
edW-3 
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Remark 2. It is worth stressing the fact that, in the statement of Theorem 2, 
we did not need to assume that CY maps 9 onto itself. Surjectivity, in fact, follows 
automatically from the proof. 
This observation seems to be of independent interest for at least two reasons. 
(1) If the assumption that (Y. be multiplicative is dropped, then surjectivity 
is not automatic. 
(2) Similarly, surjectivity is not automatic for continuous and one-to-one 
endomorphisms of the “hyper Schwartz” convolution algebras studied in 
Section 6 (cf. Section 8). 
EXAMPLE. Let X denote a constant coefficient differential operator which 
is not a constant. Then h is a continuous linear operator of 9 into itself. It is 
one-to-one but not onto. There is a nonzero polynomial P(l) = C a&g such that 
A = c a5(-i)i (d/ok)‘. w e c aim 1 that a function g in .9 is in the range of h if 
and only if it satisfies the following condition. 
(*) If [,, is a zero of P of multiplicity n, , then & must also be a zero of the 
Fourier-Laplace transform J, of multiplicity not less than n, . 
Let 5, ,..., J$ be the zeros of P with corresponding multiplicities n, ,..., nk . 
We have the eqplent formulation: g E 9 belongs to the range of X = P( --id/&) 
if and only if xjg(cJ = 0 for j = 0, I,..., ni - 1 and i = l,..., k. It follows that 
the range of X has finite codimension d, d being equal to the degree of A. 
h satisfies the algebraic identity A(f *g) = f * A(g), but is not multiplicative. 
The statements of this example are probably all known. However, we give 
a few details in lieu of a unique reference. 
Suppose h(f) = 0 for some f E B. Then P([)f([) = 0 identically. Since 
P # 0, we conclude by analytic function theory that j, and hence f, is the zero 
function. Hence, h is one-to-one. 
It is trivial that h is continuous and satisfies the algebraic identity above. 
We show now that the range of h consists precisely of the functions g in 9 which 
satisfy condition (*). It is plain that the functions in the range of h satisfy (*). 
The converse is more interesting. Let g be a function in 9 which satisfies (*). 
Let NA denote the finite set of zeros of P. If we define F(c) = ,$(0/P([) for 
< E C\N, , then it is clear that F is analytic in @\N, . Condition (*) ensures 
precisely that every point in N, is a removable singularity of F. Thus, F extends 
to an entire analytic function. We shall be done, once we check that F is the 
Fourier-Laplace transform of somefE 9; for then h(f) = g. 
The zeros of P are contained in a disk with finite radius R, say, centered at 
the origin. This implies that 1 P(t)\-1 is uniformly bounded in (1 5 1 > R). 
Let A, denote a finite upper bound. Suppose d satisfies (11) with constants 
C, and k. It follows then that 
IF(C)1 < C,A,(l + I t I)-fWImtl for all / 5 / > R. 
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Since (1 + ! 5 I)%?- “1 h rmC/ ~ F([)l is uniformly bounded in (1 [ j Q R}, there exists 
a constant C,’ such that /F(t)/ < C,‘(l + 1 5 I)-neklrm(j for all 5 E @. Hence, 
F = ffor a uniquef E 9, by the Paley-Wiener theorem. In fact, the support off 
is contained in the closed convex hull of supp(g). 
As a special case, note that the range of h = d/dx in 9 is precisely the set of 
functions g in 9 such that J-rm g(x) dx = 0. 
If h were multiplicative, then P would have to satisfy P([)2 = P(C), and this 
is not possible if P is not a constant. 
In Section 6 we consider for each positive real number T a certain topological 
convolution algebra 9,O with spectrum U, = (5 E @: I Im 5 j < Y}. The constant 
coefficient differential operator hp = P(--id/dx) are everywhere defined on 9,O 
for each r, and define linear, continuous, and one-to-one operators of yFo into 
itself. But the problem of surjectivity is different from the corresponding problem 
for 9. In fact, hp , viewed as an operator in SprO, may or may not be surjective. 
It is surjective if and only if the zeros of P do not belong to U, = the spectrum 
of yTo. The codimension of the range of h, is equal to the number of zeros of P, 
counted with multiplicity, which belong to U, . 
Remark 3. A priori, it seems entirely unlikely that everything in the statement 
and proof of Theorem 2 should not carry over, mutatis mutandis, to RF for 
n > 1. The fact that this is not so is perhaps unfortunate. It shows that our 
present technique (most likely) is not powerful enough. On the other hand, the 
fact that the generalization from iR1 to R2 is not trivial, seems to indicate that 
our result is deep. 
The only part of the proof which does not generalize is the one involving 
analytic function theory. We used the condition that there are no analytic 
bijections of Cl onto itself, other than the affine transformations. The analog 
of this result fails badly in C2. To the nonexpert in several complex variables 
(the author is one of them!), this seems surprising. Yet, it is obvious from 
consideration of the transformation 
(51 9 l-2) -+ (t 9 52 + P(53) (12) 
where p is an arbitrary analytic function in one variable. (Professor E. Calabi 
kindly brought these facts to our attention.) However, it seems that the trans- 
formation (12) does not leave the Paley-Wiener estimates (11) (in two variables) 
invariant, unless p(t) is affine. But we did not prove this. Thus, the cases it > 1 
are still open. 
In dimension one, no essential use is made of the Paley-Wiener estimates. 
Presumably, there is a proof for arbitrary n which makes use of the P.W. 
estimates. Intuitively, it is to be expected that the P.W. estimates are invariant 
under real affine transformations only. That is, the transformations 5 -+ a[ + b 
of @” onto itself, where a E GL(n, W) and b E C”. One would need to show that 
if w is an entire function from 0 to itself which induces an automorphism 01 
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of &( W) via tf = .f(: 20, then for every y E Iw” the function e”y,l’.(5’ is of 
exponential type, i.e., 
, ei<Y.a(i)) , c CIICI$mii, 
To show this, one seems to need estimates in several complex variables which 
are slightly more powerful than those that are known to us. If, on the other hand, 
is satisfied, then w must satisfy 
[ Im w(Qj < Const, 1 Im 5 / .i Const, , 
and hence be real affine by a known theorem for harmonic functions. 
Remark 4. Generalization of our result to other convolution algebras of 
smooth functions is not a trivial matter. (If it were, we would feel that our 
theorem was less interesting.) We mention without proof that “the theorem 
fails” for the Schwartz space Y of P-functions on R which together with their 
derivatives vanish at 00 faster than polynomials. There are automorphisms of .Y’ 
which are not on the “canonical form” (8). Take, for example, the automorphism 
01 which is given by ;li3i‘ = to w, where w is a diffeomorphism of R onto itself, 
such that there is a constant k with w(t) = E for all / 5 [ > K. 
4. TEST FUNCTIONS WITH EXPONENTIAL DECAY 
In connection with recent investigations [9] of the author in potential theory, 
on a Lie group a space of “very rapidly decreasing functions” was introduced. 
This is the space ZY; (hyper Schwartz of P-functions f on R such that for 
al1 I > 0 andj = 0, 1,2,... the integrals 
s 
m 
Ifti)(x)l eTlel dx --m (131 
are convergent. (Here f(j) denotes the jth derivative.) Clearly 53 C 3EoY1 C Y. 
XYr is a localiy m-convex Frechet algebra [19] when equipped with its natural 
Frechet topology. 
We mention without proof that Theorem 1 generalizes to ZYr(G) [9] for 
any Lie group; and that Theorem 2 generalizes to XYr = ZY1( Rl). The proof 
of the latter result is similar to the proof of Theorem 2. As in the proof of this 
theorem, it can be shown that if LY is a continuous automorphism of ..%‘Yr , 
then there are numbers a E R\(O) and b E C such that z(c) = p((< - b)a-l) 
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holds identically in f and 5. Finally, the Fourier inversion formula applies to 
a(f) as in (10). W e refer to Section 8 for an independent proof of the fact that 
only purely real coefficients a give automorphisms of &‘Y. 
The contrast between the two convolution algebras %Y1 and Y stems from 
the fact that the transformation f + f (x)etE maps XSp into itself for all t E R, 
while this is true only for t = 0 in the case of Y. Consequently, the spectrum 
of &?Yt is the entire complex plane, while the spectrum of 9 can be identified 
with the real line. 
Presumably, ZYr is the largest convolution algebra of Cm-functions for 
which the automorphism problem is affirmative. We show in Sections 5 and 6 
that if we consider the convolution algebra of Cm-functions that are integrable 
with respect to eVlzl dx for onefinite value of r, then the automorphism problem 
is not affirmative, in the sense of Theorem 2, for this algebra. The reason is 
that the algebra has a strip (5 E C: / Im 5 1 < r} for spectrum, and that a strip 
admits analytic bijections with singularities% (finite) points in the plane. 
For each p E [l , co] we may define a %& space. If 1 < p < co the seminorms 
are defined by (s ! f(j)(x)/ perlel dx)l/P (r > 0 and j = 0, I,...); and if p = co, 
we use the seminorms sup,( / f (j)( x erlzl). It can be verified that we obtain ) i 
Frechet algebras this way, but not locally m-convex algebras, when the product 
is defined by convolution. Since XY1 is a locally m-convex Frechet algebra, 
the algebra &‘Y; is better motivated than the corresponding %‘SP,-algebras. 
This is even more so in view of the following. 
PROPOSITION 1. For every p E [l, co], XYD and ZYl coincide as sets and 
have equivalent topologies. 
ProbZem. We defined in [9] a &?Y; space for an arbitrary Lie group. It 
would be interesting to know, if for a given Lie group, the %YD spaces all 
coincide. 
Proof of the proposition. We first note that #s/7, C flYn if q > p. For 
q = co this is clear from the following estimate, which holds for s > Y and 
f E XYz , (s j f (x)Ipe71zI dx)l/n < (j e(r-s)lzl dx)l/P sup= j f(x)leslzi/P. For finite q 
the desired inclusion also follows from a similar simple application of Holder’s 
inequality. 
We shall be done then, once the inclusion ZY1 C Z’Spm is verified. Let f be 
a given element in ZYr and leti (1 = [ + z+ E C) denote the corresponding 
Fourier-Laplace transform. As a function of the real variable 5, [v(c) is for 
fixed 77 the Fourier transform of (-id/dx)” f (x)ea%. Consequently j lkf(c)I < 
J-rcc If tk)(x))j ens dx. It follows easily that the integral ST:+:, 1 [“f^(c)i d[ is finite 
for all nonnegative integers K and all real 7. Since sup,(l f (“J(x)\ en%) is less than 
the value of this integral for all K and 7, we finally conclude that f E &‘Y, . This 
concludes the proof of the proposition. 
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In the proof of the automorphism theorem for YYr we use the Fourier 
inversion formula to establish the identities (10). The inversion formula clearly 
holds for the elements in XYi in view of the inclusion X9i C Y (the Schwartz 
space). 
It turns out that the automorphism theorem is true also for the convolution 
algebra (11 mentioned in Corollary 2. Of course, the identity (8) is valid only 
almost everywhere in this case. Since the Fourier inversion formula does not 
hold for all elements in 9I, the proof of the automorphism theorem for PC must 
be refined at this place. 
5. AN ALGEBRA WITH SPECTRUM (5: / Imc 1 < r) 
The hyper Schwartz space is defined by 29’ = n{9” : T > 0} where 
Yr = (fe C’m:f(j) ~Lr(l&!, erlzl &) for allj = 0, I,...}. That is, for fixed r, Sq 
consists of the P-functions for which the integral (13) is finite for all j. (The 
subscript 1 is dropped in this section, since only P-norms are considered.) 
The seminorms of 9r , and hence of X9’, are given by the integrals (13). 
They are denoted by I] . 1lr.j . 
We show below that 9r C Y (the Schwartz space) for all r, with continuous 
inclusions. Forj, k = 0, 1, 2,..., consider the estimates 
! ’ If(j)(x) xK 1 dx < k! r-li 1 [f(j)(x)1 erlzl dx. (14) 
It is known that the Schwartz space topology of Y can be defined by the semi- 
norms on the left-hand side of (14). This is the special case p = 1 of a remark 
made in [14, Example 5.11. It is therefore immediate from (14) that the inclusion 
Yr C Y holds and is continuous for all Y > 0. 
THEOREM 3. Yr is a locally m-convex Frechet algebra for each r > 0, and the 
spectrum of Sp, can be identijed with V, = (5 E @: j Im 1 1 < r} via (7). 
Proof. The first part of the lemma follows from the inequalities /If * g j1T.j < 
/If jjr,a j/g l]V,i . Completeness of ~7~ is a consequence of the fact that the dif- 
ferential operators (d/dx)j are closed in the Banach space Ll(lR, erlZ! dx) [14]. 
If 7 = Im 5 E [-I, r], then 1 p(t;)/ < less I f(x)/ dx < 1) f Ilr,O. Hence, the 
linear and multiplicative functional f -p(c) is continuous on Yr . 
Conversely, let m E x\(O) be given, and suppose that m is multiplicative. 
Suppose g E Y7 and m(g) # 0. We then know from the proof of Theorem 1 
that m must in fact be equal to the function y -+ m&g) m(g)-‘. By a trivial 
normalization, we may assume that m(g) = 1. Using the definition of the 
topology of Yr and standard tools from the structure theory of distributions 
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[18, Chap. 241, we conclude next, from the fact m E 9,’ only, that there is a 
finite set of bounded measurable functions h, ,..., h, on R such that 
for all fG Y, . (15) 
In particular, 
m(L,g) = C 1 (L,g)(j) (x) hj(x) e+l dx 
i 
= f: l g(j)(x - y) h,(x) erlrl dx 
= C 1 g(j)(x) h,(x + y) e71++yl dx. 
i 
Hence, 
1 m(L,g)( < c I( h, lip e71yl 
s 
1 g(j)(x)1 erlxl dx. (16) 
j 
We also know from the proof of Theorem 1 that n&g) = e-$ry where 5 is 
a uniquely given complex number. Substitution into the left-hand side of(16) 
leads to the estimate e(tmr)v < Ce71vl uniformly in y E: R, where C is a finite 
constant. The desired conclusion 1 Im 5 1 < r is now immediate. Thus 5 E V, 
and m(f) = Jf(y)e-iCY dy =3(c) for allfe 9r . 
COROLLARY 3. For every$nite Y > 0, the space 9 of C,“-functions is a dense 
subalgebra of Yr with continuous inclusion. Module a unitary character, there are 
only two continuous automorphisms of 9 which extend continuously to YY , namely, 
the identity map and the inversion f(x) + f (-x). The same conclusion holds with 
9 replaced by #Y. 
Proof. We leave it to the reader to prove that 9 is dense in Yr. (One can 
use a representation similar to (15) and show that if u E 9r’ and u(f) = 0 for 
all f E 9, then u must be the zero distribution.) To check continuity of the 
inclusion 59 C Y? , we need only to show that the inclusions B([ --K, K]) C 9: are 
continuous for every k > 0 [IS, Chap. 131. Th is in turn is quite trivial from 
the definition of the respective topologies. 
Let 01 be a continuous automorphism of 9, and suppose that a: extends to a 
continuous transformation B of .~.?r into itself. Then it is easy to show, using the 
algebraic properties of 01 and continuity of d, that 5 must in fact be an auto- 
morphism of Sp, . 
As in the proof of Theorem 2, we show, using now Theorem 3, that there is 
a uniquely given conformal transformation ZZ of V, onto itself such that k(f j(c) = 
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p(rZ(<)) for all f E Yr and 5 E VT . It is a direct consequence of Theorem 2 that 
$= p0 w for a uniquely given real affine transformation w(c) = (5 -- b)a-l 
with a E R\(O) and b E C. This shows that 6 = u: in Vr . A simple geometric 
argument reveals that this is possible only when a = 51 and Im b = 0. 
Consequently, (af)(x) = eibzf( ax w ) h ere a = &l and b E R; cf. the computa- 
tion (10). Thus, OL is a unitary character e ibx times, either the identity transforma- 
tion of 9, or else the inversion as claimed. 
The corollary further substantiates the presumption in Section 4 concerning 
the maximality of XY. 
6. AN ALGEBRA WITH SPECTRUM (5: / Im<, <r) 
Let Y be a (finite) positive number, and let Ypo denote the convolution algebra 
of Cot-functions f such that f, together with all its derivatives, is Lr-integrable 
with respect to the measure etlel dx for all positive t < r. YTo is equipped with 
the projective topology. This means that a linear functional u on Pro is continuous 
if and only if there is a (positive) t < r such that u is continuous with respect 
to the topology induced from the Frechet space Y; (cf. the previous section, 
in particular formula (15)). In other words, i4q.O = n{& : 0 < t < Y> with the 
natural projective topology. 
It follows immediately from Theorem 3 that the spectrum of .Yro can be 
identified with U, = (5 E @ : i Im 5 1 < } Y via (7). This means that all the 
multiplicative elements in (Yr”)‘\(O} are g iven by point evaluation of the Fourier- 
Laplace transform with points 5 E U, . 
It is also clear that the conclusion of Corollary 3 remains valid when Yr is 
replaced by YTs. Moreover, Yro does not have other continuous automorphisms 
than those that are induced from analytic bijections of U, onto itself. (In fact, 
all the analytic bijections give automorphisms, cf. next section.) 
We show below that Y,.O is a module over the ring of polynomials in the reaI 
variable x, and that there is a Paley-Wiener characterization of the elements 
f E Yro in terms of the Fourier-Laplace transformf This makes the algebra Yr” 
much more useful than Yr , since these results fail for Sp, . 
LEMMA 1. For $xed Y > 0 and for e-very f E Yro, the function g defined by 
g(x) = xf (x) belongs again to Yro, and Yro is in fact a module over the polynomials. 
Remark 5. If we interpret 9?rs as the C”-functions such that f(j) is LX- 
integrable for all j = 0, l,..., then the conclusion of the lemma fails for 9?r”. 
To see this, one needs only to consider f(x) = (1 + x2)-l. This example can 
also be modified to show that the conclusion of the lemma fails when spT” is 
replaced by YT. 
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Proof of Lemma I. The proof follows from a simple result on analytic vectors. 
Observe that a L1-function f belongs to Yr” if and only if f is an analytic vector 
for the linear operator (Af )(x) = 1 x 1 f(x) and the radius of analyticity off is not 
less than Y. (We view A as a closed linear operator in Ll.) Hence, if fe Yro is 
given, then the Lr-valued function p(z)f= C zn/n! Anf is analytic in the disk 
(1 z 1 < Y}. Therefore, dp(z)/dz = x z”/n! A”+lf = p(z) Af is analytic in the 
same disk, and we conclude that ALE .YrO. 
Our second automorphism theorem depends in a very crucial way on the 
following Paley-Wiener theorem for .YVo, which in turn, to a certain degree, 
is based on Lemma I. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let Y > 0, and let F be a complex function which is defined 
and analytic in the open strip U, = (5: I Im 5 1 < Y]. The following three conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) For every positive t < r and for every pair of nonnegative integers 
(j, k) there exists a con.stant C,,j,, such that 
i(d/dVF(l)l d Ct,j,k(l + I 5 I)-” (17) 
umformly for 5 in the closed strip V, = {i Im 5 1 < t}. 
(ii) F is the Fourier-Laplace transform of a function f E YTO. 
(iii) For every t < Y and nonnnegative integer k there exists a constant 
C,,, such that / F({)j < C,,,(l + 1 5 I)-” for all [E V, . (That is, the estimate (17) 
holds for j = 0.) 
Proof (ii) z- (i). Suppose F = f^ for some f E Fro. Then [“(d/dt;)jF = 
(-i)“+i(d/dx)“{xjf > for all pairs of nonnegative integers (j, k). Since, by Lemma 1, 
(d/dx)” {xjf} E sP,O, (i) follows once we show that If(<)] is uniformly bounded 
in V, for all (positive( t < Y. But that is clear from the estimate 
If( < 1 e(rmt)ac If (x>I dx < s et”’ If(x)/ dx 
which holds uniformly for 5 E V, . (18) 
(iii) * (ii) This, relatively speaking, is the nontrivial implication. We 
will first show that condition (17), for j = 0 and 1 together, implies (ii). We 
We show next that if (17) is satisfied for j = 0, then it is also satisfied for j = 1, 
and in fact for all positive integers j. Suppose that F is analytic in U,. and satisfies 
(17) for j = 1. Let a positive t < Y be given. Since the multiplication operator 
G(c) -+ <G(c) commutes with d/d&‘, modulo a constant, it easily follows that 
I bWWk~N is uniformly bounded in V, for all pairs (j, k) (19) 
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of nonnegative integers. We conclude that 
sup I I +WkW + $1” df < m holds for all k = 0, l,... . (20) Iql<t 
(The boundedness in (19) was used only for j = 0 and 1. If k is fixed and if 
C is upper bounded in (19) for j = 0 and 1, then the integrand in (20) is 
dominated by (2C)2(1 + (6” + 7 ) 2 l/2 )- 2, which in turn is dominated by (2C)2 
(1 + / 4 I)-” uniformly for 7 in [A, t]. The values appearing in the integrand 
are obtained by evaluation of the function d/dc([kF) at the point 5 = 5 + i?. 
It is clear from this that the integrals in (20) are all finite, and uniformly bounded 
in r) as claimed.) Similarly, (17) for j = 0 implies that 
(21) 
From one of the Paley-Wiener theorems [5] and [12, Theorem IV], distribution 
theory and the previous two estimates, we conclude that the inverse Fourier 
transform 
- f(x) = (277)-l s 
e’“‘F(f) d[ 
--m (22) 
defines a measurable function f with belongs to L2, together with all its distribu- 
tions derivatives, and satisfies 
.I, m (1 + 1 x ])a ] f (k)(x)j2 eztlzl dx < co 
for all k = 0, 1, 2 ,... . To see this, we note, by an easy Sobolev lemma, that 
the function f defined by (22) is in fact Cm. Moreover, the La-function 6 ---f d/d5 
([kF) (6 + iv) is for fixed 7 the Fourier transform of ( -i)k+l xf (li)(x)eq2. 
Finally, by the Schwartz inequality, 
s 1 f (k)(x)I etlsl dx < is (1 +d;x I)” s 112 (1 + I x I)’ If (“)(x)1” e2tlzl dx ) . 
It now follows that f satisfies the defining conditions for Yr”; and, by the inversion 
theorem for the Fourier-Laplace transform, that F = 3. 
Suppose next that (17) is only known to hold for j = 0. So, F is an analytic 
function in U,. which satisfies condition (iii). By the argument above, this 
implies that (21) is satisfied; and, by the classical Paley-Wiener theorem, that 
j-~ lf’“‘(x)12 eZslrl dx c co 
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for all positive s <r and k = 0, l,..., where f denotes the inverse Fourier 
transform (22) of F. These estimates are equivalent to the statement that each 
f(*) is an analytic vector for the linear operator h(x) -+ ] x 1 h(x) in La(R) with 
radius of analyticity not less than r. By the argument used in Lemma 1, each 
(d/d~)~ {xf) is then an analytic vector with the same radius of analyticity. Hence, 
the estimates (23) hold with f’“)(x) replaced by (d/&v)” {of} for every s < r. 
Let t < r be arbitrary, and pick s such that t < s < Y. Using the Schwartz 
inequality, we get 
,,:“P,~ 1 5” dF([)/& 1 < (I e2(t-s)lZl dx s [(dldx)” {xf}l” e2slrl dx)“‘. 
The right-hand side is finite, since we have just seen that (23) holds for (d/dx)‘” 
(xf}. This concludes the proof of (17) for the casej = 1. Hence, (ii) is satisfied; 
and (17) follows for arbitrary j from the implication (ii) Z= (i). 
COROLLARY 4. A function f on the real line belongs to fsP,” if and only if the 
integrals (23) are finite for all positive s < r. 
Since the implication (i) =z- (iii) is self-evident, the proof is completed. 
Remark 6. This result enables us to find all the continuous automorphisms of 
Yra. It also seems to us that the proposition is of independent interest and is 
likely to find other applications. Therefore, we point out that the proposition 
generalizes mutatis mutandis to R”. The spectrum of Y+o(Rn) is (5 E Cm: 
(C,” j Im lk i2)l/a < r> if th e norm 1 x j appearing in the integrals (13) is 1 x ( = 
(C xka)l12. If we use a different norm, for example C [ xk 1, then we also get a 
different Yrs-algebra with a different spectrum. 
We hope in a later paper to treat the SP,a-algebras for the Heisenberg group. 
Generalization of the proposition ot this setting involves entirely new and 
different problems. The unitary irreducible representations of the Heisenberg 
group are infinite-dimensional, as compared to dimension one for KY. Moreover, 
the analytic continuation of these representations cannot be realized as continuous 
representations on a Banach space [4]. In [lo] we propose to study the analytic 
continuations as distribution representations. This provides us with a useful 
framework for a generalization of Proposition 1 to the Heisenberg group. 
7. THE CONTINUOUS AUTOMORPHISMS OF Yz,2 
In this section we find explicitly all the continuous automorphisms of 9r” 
for r = 77/Z. The particular choice of r is only based on technical convenience. 
Although the theorem is stated only for YE,a , it holds with the obvious re- 
normalization for any Yro with r > 0. (It fails for Y = 0.) 
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We noted in the previous section that the convolution algebras Z,Y’ and 
9:/2 only have the trivial continuous automorphisms “in common.” On the 
other hand, it is clear from Theorem 3 that every analytic bijection zu of lYViZ 
(5: / Im 5 j < 421 onto itself “potentially” could be expected to induce a con- 
tinuous automorphism via the formulaz) = f^o w. 
If D is an open region in C, we denote by Aut(Q) the group of analytic bijections 
of D onto itself. We showed in Theorem 2 that not every element in Aut(@) 
induces an automorphism of 9. The elements in Aut(C) all have the point r;, 
(in the extended complex plane) as a fixpoint, whereas this is not true for Aut 
(Un/J. We show that every w E Aut(U,,.,) induces an automorphism a,, of 
9’z,a, and that w ---f ollc defines an antiisomorphism of Aut( U, J onfo the group 
of continuous automorphisms of Yz,a. This means that, in contrast to the 
situation described above, even the elements in Aut( Un,a), which do not belong 
to the isotropy group of co, induce automorphisms. From this point of view, 
the group of continuous automorphisms of Yjj;, is richer than the corresponding 
group for 9 and X.9’. 
The group Aut( UVj,) is of course known quite explicitly because UV,Z is 
conformally equivalent to the open unit disk [2]. However, it is computationally 
easier for our present purpose to use the conformal equivalence o(c) = iei of 
U,,,, onto the upper half-plane P = {X t iy : y > 01. The group Aut(P) of 
analytic bijections of P onto itself is isomorphic to a quotient group of SL(2, iw) 
with Z, . Let g be an element in SL(2, [w); i.e., a 2 x 2 matrix g = [T i] where 
a, 6, c, d are real numbers and ad -- bc = 1. If we define a transformation z)<, 
by wig(z) = (az + b)(cx + d)-l, then vg E Aut(P), andg + ‘u, is a homomorphism 
of SL(2, [w) onto Aut(P) [2]. The kernel K of this homomorphism is isomorphic 
to L, . The element in K, different from the identity, is [-i -3. Hence, Ga = 
SL(2, R)/K is isomorphic to Aut(P). It is also isomorphic to Aut(L, ?), for if 
u denotes the conformal equivalence of U*!a onto P, described above, then 
conjugation with (T defines an isomorphism of Aut(P) onto Aut( LFZ ‘?). 
Let A be the subgroup of Aut( U,,) which corresponds to the upper triangular 
matrices [i iM1], and let A, be th e group of upper triangular matrices in SL(2, [w) 
modulo K. This is the solvable subgroup, also called the “ax + b” group, in a 
well-known decomposition of G, . Note that w, belongs to A if and only it c = 0. 
If c = 0, then a must be nonzero, in view of ad - bc = 1, and d =-= a-l. The 
corresponding element in Aut(P) is x + a22 + ab. Conversely, every transfor- 
mation z -+pz + q where p > 0 and q E R, comes from an element g E A, . 
This element g = [” ’ ,, a--1] mod K has a = plja and b = q&1/2. 
Finally, it is useful for our present purpose to think of A as the isotropy 
group of the point co in U,,,, , when U,,, is embedded in the appropriate 
region in the Riemann sphere Ss. 
We mentioned that, by results of Beurling and Helson [l, 81, the convolution 
algebra L’(R) does not have other automorphisms than “the canonical ones.” 
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Our Theorem 2 shows that this conclusion extends to B(R) with the only 
difference that now nonunitary characters are allowed in (8). 
In view of these results, it seems surprising that there is a convolution algebra 
of C”-functions on R, with a complex structure in its spectrum, which admits 
continuous automorphisms that are entirely different from the “canonical 
automorphisms” described by (8). 
THEOREM 4. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the elements w in 
Aut( U,,,) and the continuous automorphisms 01 of the convolution algebra Yz,2. 
This correspondence is given by the formula 
Remark 7. The elements w in Aut(U,,,) are given by 
where 
a b [ 1 c d E sL(2, ‘), 5 E ‘T,, 9 
and log z denotes the branch of the complex logarithm which is real for positive x. 
The automorphisms OL, described in the theorem, are “canonical” (i.e., on the 
form (8) only in the following two cases: 
(1) g = [I: 8- 1 h 1 w ere 01~ is merely multiplication by a unitary character, 
which incidently is p-i% for p = as. 
(2) g = [i-l -81 where cllg is the unitary character above times f -+ f (-x). 
Proof of Theorem 4. The proof is based on Proposition 2, but we also need 
the following fact concerning the group A C Aut( U,,,) of transformations 
w(t) = log(per - iq) (p > 0, p E R, 5 E U,,,,). For every w E A the function 
(1 + I 5 I)(1 + I w(5)lY (25) 
is uniformly bounded in the entire strip U,,,, = {I Im 5 1 < ?r/2}. (In fact, we 
only need boundedness in V, for all t < r/2.) We omit the elementary proof 
of this fact. 
In the following, w denotes an arbitrary but fixed element in A. We proceed 
to show that the inverse Fourier transform of 5 -j(w(E)) belongs to Y’$s for 
all f E 6” . The function G, defined by G(c) = p(w([)) for 4 E U,,, , is clearly 
analytic. Since f e 9z,2, we conclude from Proposition 2 ((ii) + (iii)) that the 
Fourier-Laplace transform! = F off satisfies the estimates (17) j = 0. 
Let M denote a finite upper bound for the function (25) above. Introducing 
the notation w = w(l), we then have 
(1 + / t’ I)” 1 G(5)l = (1 + I 5 I)” (1 + 1 W I)-” (1 + 1 w I)” 1 FWl < M”C,,k 
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uniformly in [ E V, for every nonnegative integer 12 and every t < r ‘2. Here 
C,,, denote the constants in the estimates for F = fi 
Having thus verified condition (iii) of Proposition 2 for the function G, 
we then conclude, from (iii) => (ii), that G is th e F ourier-Laplace transform of a 
unique element g E Yz,a. It is clear from the properties of the Fourier-Laplace 
transform that the mapping cz defined by a(f) = g is an algebraic automorphism 
of 9$, . 
We finally show that a: is closed. Continuity follows then from the Closed 
Graph Theorem. It is enough to consider sequences since 9’z,s is a Frechet 
space. Let fn be a sequence such that fn + 0 and a(fJ --+ h in the topology 
of Y”11,a. Then we have, by the estimate (18) and the definition of the seminorms 
n 
on Yi,a, that fn -+ 0 and @,) ---t R uniformly on Vt for all t < 77/Z. If f E R 
is given, then there exists t < 7~12 such that w(f) E V, . Since f,, -+ 0 on bYt ,
then clearly z)(t) = f%(w(Q) --f 0. Consequently, A(.$) vanishes identically. 
Hence, h = 0 by uniqueness of the Fourier transform. Thus, OL is closed as claimed. 
To conclude the proof, we must verify that the elements w E Aut( U,,,)\A 
also induce continuous automorphisms of Yz,s. Note that w = w, does not 
belong to A if and only if c # 0. 
Consider, for a giveng E G2\A, , the corresponding transformation z, E Aut(P) 
Since ad - bc = 1, the following decomposition holds 
w&) = m-1 - c-“(2 + d/c)-1. (26) 
Let n-r E Aut(P) denote the transformation W-~(Z) = -l/z. We can interpret 
(26) as follows. For given g = [z i] with c # 0, there are two upper triangular 
matrices g, and g, in SL(2, R) such that ZI, = V~ 0 zl-r 0 ZJ~~ . Again, let u denote 
the conformal equivalence u(l) = iec of Vi,, onto P. Then z+([) =- 
(u-l 0 x1 0 u)(l) = -5 for all [E U,,, . Hence, w, = w 81 0 w-r ow, . Since we 
have already shown that wgl and wgz induce continuous automirphisms of 
Yz,,, we need only to check that w-r does so as well. But that is completely 
trivial. The automorphism induced by w-r is merely f -+ f (-x). 
We have now shown that every w E Aut(U,,,) induces a continuous auto- 
morphism 01~ via (24). Moreover, w + 01~ is an antisomorphism of Aut( Un ,a) 
onto the group of continuous automorphisms of 9’zi2. The antihomomorphism 
property (which, incidentally, was used implicitly above) is clear from 
(%1W2f )^ = io (WP2) = (f” O 4 o w2 = Q O “2 = (%,%Jlf IA. 
Let a be an arbitrary continuous automorphism. To show that CY = olzu for a 
unique w E Aut( Ur12), we only have to repeat arguments from the proofs of 
Theorems 1 and 2. 
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COROLLARY 5. When a continuous automorphism 01 of Yiiz is restricted to 9, 
then 9 is not invariant under (Y (i.e., a(f) is not in 9 for allf in 9), provided 01 is 
not one of the exceptional automorphisms described in Remark I and Corollary 3, 
The same conclusion holds when 9 is replaced by 29. 
Proof. Let 01 be a continuous automorphism of Yz,s such that a(g) C.?3. 
We shall be done, in view of Theorems 2 and 4, once it is checked that 01 I9 is 
continuous in the topology of 9, and o(g) = 9. As for the continuity, it is 
enough to show that 01 la is closed. But if (f,J C 33 is a sequence such that 
fn -+ 0 and ar(f,J -+ h in 9, then this convergence holds also in the topology 
of 9:,2, since the inclusion ~3 C Yf,s is continuous. Hence h = 0, since ~1! is 
continuous in the topology of Yz,a. 
To show that o(g) = 9 we note that there is a unique wi E Aut(U,,,), and 
aznique entire function w, of @ into itself, such that $ = po wi in U,,, and 
ctf = f o wa in @ for all f E 9. By an argument of the proof of Theorem 2 (which 
does not depend on w, being onto, cf. Remark 2) we conclude that we is affine 
and therefore onto. Hence a(g)= 9. Since wa extends wi , the proof is completed 
Those automorphisms 01 of p*,a, which are not on the canonical form, are 
particularly interesting, because they implement translation invariant,continuous. 
and linear operators on Yz,s which are not differential operators. Let DI denote 
the differential operator -id/dx. Then the operator D, = 010 DI 0 o~-l is transla- 
tion invariant. If 01 is induced from w via (24), then I$([) = w({)f(&J. Since D, 
is a differential operator if and only if w is a polynomial, we conclude that D, is 
not a differential operator when (Y is not on the canonical form (cf. Remark 7, 
as claimed. The transformation w(c) is a Yz,,-multiplier. 
It follows from Proposition 2 that there are other nontrivial Yz,,-multipliers. 
In fact, it is quite easy, in view of Proposition 2, to exhibit the full algebra 
(under pointwise multiplication) of all such multipliers. 
8. CONTINUOUS ENDOMORPHISMS OF 29' 
We showed that the convolution algebras z?Y and 9 have the same auto- 
morphisms, but we do not yet know the structure of the endomorphisms of 
&‘Y and ~3. 
However, the endomorphism problem for the hyper Schwartz spaces seems 
more tractable than the same problem for 9, because the space (29)’ of 
Fourier-Laplace transforms f of functions in &‘Y can easily be checked to 
contain some basic elementary exponential functions. 
Our definition in [9] of the hyper Schwartz space XY was motivated by 
specific problems concerning generalized Gauss kernels on Lie groups G. 
We showed that XY(G) shares a number of properties with d(G) and in 
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addition has useful properties that fail to hold for S(G). In particular, S&Y’(G) 
is invariant under convolution with the generalized Gauss kernels. The classical 
Gauss kernel for the case G = R is simply pt(x) = (2~-t)-l e-x2/2t (t > 0, x E R). 
The fact that SY( R) is invariant under the convolution operator f + p, *f 
for all t > 0 is plain in the classical case G := R, because in fact p, E XY, as 
can easily be verified from the defining property of 29’. Hence, the Fourier- 
Laplace transform j,(c) = e- tc2/2 satisfies the conditions (17) of Proposition 2. 
Using (ii) * (iii) of Proposition 2 one can show that for every t > 0 and 
every positive integer n > 2 the entire function 
exp( -tP) (27) 
belongs to the image (SF)” of SY under the Fourier-Laplace transform. 
This observation leads to a useful necessary condition that an entire analytic 
function w induces an endomorphism a of Z’Y via the formula (24). 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose 01 is a continuous endomorphism of 29’ [YTo]. Then. 
tky-e is a unique entire function [analytic function of U, into itself] w such that 
af =fowforallfE~~.Foreachn=2,3,...andforeachpositives[O(s<r] 
the function 1 exp{-w([)n)j . b 2s oun e in the closed strip Vy = (1 Im 5 i < s). d d 
Proof. The first part follows the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 very closely, 
and the second part is a consequence of Proposition 2. 
Remark 8. This result is peculiar to the hyper Schwartz spaces, because 5”’ 
does not contain the functions given by (27). This fact reflects another advantage 
of ZY over 9, since (ZY)^ is now known to contain these functions. It is 
actually quite hard to write down explicitly an elementary function which 
belongs to SBA. 
As an application we give an independent proof of the fact that the affine 
transformations w(l) = a[ + 6 (a, b E C) d o not induce endomorphisms of S.Y 
unless Im a =: 0. Factoring out a character depending on b, we may assume 
without loss of generality that b = 0. 
Assume now that a is fixed and that Im a $; 0. If we write a in polar coordinates 
a = 1 a 1 eio(a E R), then 1 c / > 0. Certainly, we can then pick a positive 
integer n > 2 such that / 0 1 > zj2r.5. We claim that in this case the function 
FaJLJ = exp(-(at)“) is unbounded in every strip I/, for s > 0. In view of the 
proposition, the given linear map w(t) = 5 a cannot induce an endomorphism, 
of either 29 or Yro, for any r > 0, as contended. 
As for the proof of the claim, let a = 1 a 1 eiO and n be as above, and let s be 
an arbitrary positive number. We then show that there exist corresponding 
positive numbers R and E such that for all 5 = Aeie E V, (A > 0, 0 E R) with 
h > R the inequality cos(n(o + 8)) < --E holds. The function j exp( -(a<)“)1 = 
exp(-(1 a / A)” cos{n(u + @)}) is therefore unbounded in V, . 
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By assumption we have cos(no) < 0. We choose positive numbers E and h < 7~12 
such that cos{n(a + e)} < --E for all [ ~9 / < h. Putting R = s/(sin h), we note 
that for X > R and At? t V, the inequality 1 13 1 < h holds. This concludes the 
proof of the claim. 
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